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Next meeting on
February 21.
Feb program:
Video of RC Action.

Membership renewal
is due in March.
Caps and Sweatshirts
are now available.
See Tim Niemiec.

I

know what you all are thinking. Hey! That’s not Jim.
Well, to those that were at the meeting, Jim has had
some unexpected events come up that led him to make a
hard decision. He was in contact
with the Board and a few other
members but the end result was
that he felt that to be fair to the
club and his family, he had to step
down as president. I have
supported Jim the best I could and
will do my best in 2006 to fulfill the
president’s position. Jim isn’t
going anywhere and will remain
an active member in the club. He
*will be running the Fun-Fly committee along with Pete
Sidor. Jim, thanks for a great 2005 season, you made a
hard decision and I support you 100% and ask all members
to say thanks as well. I would also like to welcome the new
club VP. We had enough members at the meeting for a
quorum, so a nomination and election was held. The new
Vice President is Dr. Ray Zinkowski. He has been an
active member in the past on the fun-fly, banquet, and other
positions. He will make a fine VP. Thanks to everyone who
was nominated for the position. Without volunteers like you
this club goes nowhere.
My first meeting was a bit hairy but we made it through ok. I
only forgot the Treasurer’s report and the Banquet report. I
promise to get better at this! My first objective was to get
the committees filled. Many great members stepped up and
I am happy to report that all committees (except for the
2007 banquet) have been filled. Great thanks to the
following members:
-2006 banquet: Mike McGee and Jim Keehan
-Fun Fly:
Jim Janiak and Pete Sidor
-Noise control: Frank Stillson
-Picnic:
Jim Janiak, Platon Kosmaoglou, Bob
Davit, Gene and Jason Derbick (these two cooks man the
grills every year, and they make a mean brat!!)
-Refreshments: Carl Will
-Proficiency:
Ron Petterec
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UPCOMING BIRTHDAYS
February
John Fahrenbach
Rubin Torf
Brittany Bochenko
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2/20
2/21
2/22
2/22
2/24

March
George Jeczalik
Ray Zinkowski
Josef Haas
Al Burns
Brian Janiak
Joe McGinley

3/5
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3/7
3/11
3/16
3/18
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Carl Will
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-Safety:
Carl Will
-Field Marshall: Yohay Hahamy and Pete Sidor
-Webmaster: Jeff Schulman
I hope you all read my article in the last newsletter about the committees. They
are not difficult jobs. When you team up to do them they not only get easier to do,
they become more inventive and fun.
The following people deserve some special recognition as well. Their jobs are
pretty specialized and we all owe them a lot because the club can’t function
without them. The newsletter is great; we get compliments all the time from other
clubs as well as people at the field. This is all possible because we have Don
Linder at the stick. He really takes pride in the newsletter and I personally think it
is the best club paper I have ever seen! The Secretary is Eugene Kislenko. He
did a great job in 2005 and I am grateful that he is on board with us again in 2006.
The 2006 Treasurer is Duane Lang. He will be replacing Dan Deitemeyer. Dan
did a great job in 2005 and contributed a lot to the club. Thanks!
I know this is winded but there’s more!! There are a few things I would like to do in
2006. First is to get a budget established by March. March is the final month for
renewals and the 06’ season budget will be reflected on the renewal numbers at
that point. Any money from new members or renewals after the March budget will
be placed into the 2007 budget. This will make 2006 possibly a stingy year but we
need to get spending under control regardless. I will be in close contact with
Duane, Dan, and the BOD in the next few months hammering out the budget and
will keep you posted at the meetings and in the newsletter. Another thing I would
like to do is get more of you the members at the meetings. We have great
programs, refreshments (thanks to Carl Will), and someone always takes home a
raffle prize (usually valued between $150-200). We start at 7:30 and let out at 9:00
on most nights. The meetings are a great place to get a feel for where the club is
headed and to voice your opinion or ideas. We have an open floor for discussion
and we have a great time. I would like to offer you all an email address for you to
send comments, questions, and ideas to be brought up at the meetings. Please
include your name and AMA number so I can verify you on the roster. That email
address is mrda100@aol.com. There is more I would like to write about but there
is only so much room. It is going to be a great 2006 season and I will see you at
the field soon.
Thanks,

Tim

Program Committee – Jim Keehan
We have many plans for interesting Programs for this year. February’s Program
will be a Video of R/C action, either the “2005 Tucson Shootout” or the “2005
Warbirds over Delaware.”
Future Programs will include: Dave Taitel’s (owner of Venture Hobby) jet, Basic
Covering Techniques, Repairing Crash Damage, Radio Set-up (including dual
rates, expo, mixing, etc.), a Question and Answer Seminar, Basic Aerodynamics
for Beginners, etc.
I hope that you will find these ideas interesting. As always, feel free to give me
any ideas that you think the Club would be interested in.
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Banquet Report – Mike McGee
The banquet was attended by 63 members and guests of The Blue Max at the Arboretum Club in Buffalo Grove.
The meal and service were excellent. The mangers at Arboretum Club could not have been more cooperative
and accommodating. They expanded our room to twice the normal size in order to set up display tables for our
models. Each model had a display card showing the data on the plane and the name of the pilot. Since the
models were on tables they were easy to see and admire.
Names were pulled for door prizes of varying value during the dinner. Each member received a prize in this initial
drawing. There were also 5 drawings of gift cards to Barnes and Noble for spouses. The prizes were paid out of
our treasury and supplemented by donations and discounts from Venture, Strictly RC, Ikarus, SIG, and Air Age
Magazines.
Entertainment was provided by a video presentation by Jim spears of The Year at Blue Max (as usual, he did a
great job) and by comedian Rick Colon who kept us in constant wonderment and laughter with his magic,
juggling, audience participation, jokes and fire-eating.
Dessert was again an absolutely delicious cake provided by Kurt Schmitt and his Deerfield Bakery.
The planned closing for the evening was a final drawing for all members for four model planes. An unplanned
(but entertaining), subsequent closing was Jenny teaching young and old how to make and fly a paper airplane.
It was a great banquet, and I have to thank the people who really did the most to make it work. They were: Jim
Janiak, who prepared the mailing list and envelopes and guided me through the
early stages; my wife, Elaine, who stuffed and stamped the envelopes; Tim
Niemic, who arranged for and presented the plaques and who made a truly
outstanding opening address; Eugene Kislenko and his son Stephen, who
printed and assembled not only the Name Tags but also the place cards with the
dinner choices; and the sets of names cards I needed for the prize drawings; Ray
Zinkowski, who scrambled for the equipment and the CDs, and then mastered
the equipment to show the videos; Paul Barsamian, who arranged the discount at
Ikarus; and, oh yes, Jim Keehan, who gave me all his records from last year so
that I knew exactly what to do. Thanks to all, Mike McGee
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Flying Proficiency
Ron sends his greetings from sunny Scottsdale, where it is always 76 degrees and no wind. “Just tell everyone to
practice on a simulator if they have one till I get back.” Our club has a great tradition of helping people to get
started in the hobby, with building tips, checking out new airplanes, and pilot training. Our web site at
Bluemaxrc.com has lots of good information for beginners and some of it should be reviewed by the more
experienced flyers from time to time.
Basic Flying Field Procedures: This section contains some of the basic safety and courtesy procedures used at
the Deer Grove Flying Field.
Beginner Basics - Beginners Guide to R/C Flight: This section by Howard Sullivan is an excellent overview of
R/C Flight. Contains many diagrams and images, very comprehensive.
Learning to Build Model Airplanes:
Beginner's Corner: This section by Scott Christensen goes into your first lessons as a new R/C Student.
Beginner Tip's & Hint's: This section contains some of the hints & tips that will make your R/C experience much
more enjoyable. These are some items that have been learned through years of experience.
Radio Installation Guide: Helps with getting your radio installed correctly.
Daily Aircraft Check: This section covers the daily safety checks that should be performed on you aircraft
before each flying day.
Aircraft First Flight Checklist (PDF Format) All members who build a new airplane (kit or ARF) should be sure
all items on this checklist are satisfactory before bringing the airplane to the field.

Arizona Flying – Ron Petterec
My club in Arizona has instituted training/proficiency levels patterned after Blue Max. The newer people have
said they really like to have the different skill levels so they can judge how they are progressing. Here are a
couple of pictures from our flying field in Arizona. The first is one of our flying guys "Bud", displaying his LT -40
"Low Wing" he created from a kit. It flies just great! The other of course is me.
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MEETING MINUTES
by Eugene Kislenko, Secretary
Blue MAX R/C Flying Club
January Meeting Notes
Meeting Date: January 16, 2006
Secretary: Eugene Kislenko
After Jim Janiak called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM, he resigned as president
due to personal reasons. Tim Niemiec, the elected Vice President took over as
President.
Monthly Fly-in
This time we had a great program presented by Glenn Zarowski from Strictly RC hobby shop. The store is
relatively new and far from our flying field, yet the owners demonstrated to The Club a great knowledge and
passion for the hobby and for all RC enthusiasts.
Around the Hangar
Guests and new members. We welcome Pete Warenski who is moving to the area soon and is eager to start in
the hobby. Pete already has a NextStar kit, which he got as a gift from his kid. Welcome to the hobby and we are
sure you will have lots of fun here.
The Secretary’s report was accepted as published in the newsletter with one amendment. Chuck Giese has
refused to accept the nomination of being the Club’s Champion of Crashes. Motion was introduced, seconded
and carried.
Treasurer’s report. Dan Deitemeyer informed The Club that as of the meeting we have little over $2,000 on the
account, yet new membership renewal and banquet money are already flowing in.
Fun Fly – Warm days are coming! Get your planes checked and ready and watch the newsletters and the club’s
web site for announcements. New fun-fly co-chairs are Pete Sidor and Jim Janiak.
Noise Control. No report.
Refreshments for this meeting were brought by Carl Will. Thanks!
Dennis Brumley, Safety Director, has not reported any serious issues. Dennis gave
some final safety tips as an outgoing safety director.
Proficiency. Ron Petterec again sends his warm wishes from sunny Arizona!
Webmaster. No new updates. Our newest member – Pete Warenski, who is moving to the
area and wanted to join the hobby, found us by the web site. Pete noted the great quality
of the site and it’s content. This is a great response!
Banquet. The Banquet is scheduled for January 28th. If you are planning to show your planes at the banquet
please plan to be there no later than 5:30 PM.
Program Chairman The new program chairman is Jim Keehan.
Old business
Hats and sweatshirts are available. Do not hesitate showing our Club colors!
Unhappy Landings
No crashes reported.
New on the Radar
After last meeting’s elections and having some reflections Jim Janiak decided to step down as The Club’s
President. According to bylaws Tim Niemiec – our current VP becomes the new President. In his inauguration
speech Tim thanked Jim for a good year and noted that after all this is a hobby and nobody should feel forced or
obligated to perform any duties.
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Because of the fact that Tim Niemiec became the President of
The Club it was required to elect a vice president. It was
decided by the majority to elect a Vice President by the open
vote at the meeting.
The candidates were Platon
Kosmaoglou and Ray Zinkowski. The results of the voting –
for Platon: 13, for Ray – 17.
Congratulations Ray and good luck with your new role!
New on the Runway:
Jenny Kimball presented her new “fish” electric plane built
from foam. Jenny promised to tell us about its flying
characteristics soon.
Top Guns:

Chuck Giese won the Patriot XL

Ken Grandt won the ElectiCUB that was
donated by Dan Elekman. He is asked to send
a picture of the completed model to the donor.
Pilot’s Briefing:
This time we learned about the hobby shop, Strictly RC.
The co-owner of the store, Glenn Zarkowski, told the
club members a story of the shop, what kind of RC
models and other items they sell. We also saw some
interesting electric models. Electrics have become a big
business and now you should be able to buy a very
decent electric kit for a very reasonable price and get out
flying within couple of hours with the great results! In
addition Glenn explained in great detail the process of
sizing and selecting a motor for the electric plane. He
emphasized the need to properly select an electric motor
for a given airplane so that the proper size of propeller
will result in good performance. Motors of the same
Wattage are rated for different rpm and torque. He
showed two nice ARF kits that make good performing
electric flyers, the Hyperion Extra 300 400 size from their
super scale line, and the Precision Aerobatics Katana.
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BLUE MAX WEAR
Caps $10
Sweatshirts $20
Sizes: Small to 2X

T-Shirts $10
Available next Spring

Do you want to be a great team like Tim and Ray?
Get your Blue Max caps, T-shirts, and sweatshirts.
Caps and sweatshirts are now in stock and available at the meetings.
See Tim Niemiec.

FREQUENCY CHART
Blue Max Member Radio Channel Usage
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Please contact Blue Max at (Info@BlueMaxRC.com) with the following information to add or change radio
channel numbers.
1. Your name.
2. All transmitter channels (example: 16, 44, 58 and Ham 4).
3. Any other comments.
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Look on the web for the newsletter in color.
UPCOMING EVENTS FOR
February 2006 – April 2006
February 2006
20) Monthly Meeting
March 2006
20) Monthly Meeting
April 2006
15) Fun-fly on Saturday
17) Monthly Meeting
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